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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Dr. Kidd,

We are pleased to re-submit the manuscript MS:2041992508771142 entitled “Tuberous sclerosis diagnosed by incidental CT findings of multifocal micronodular pneumocyte hyperplasia: a case report” for your consideration for publication in Journal of Medical Case Reports.

We appreciate the comments of reviewer #1 and #2. We changed the manuscript according to the editor’s suggestions. Here are specific points we changed in the manuscript.

- Please use the term female in describing the patient’s gender both in abstract and case presentation sections.
  We changed the word ‘woman or women’ to ‘female or females’ (page 2, 3, 4, and 7 in revised manuscript).

- Please replace the header ‘Case Report’ to ‘Case Presentation’.
  We changed the word ‘case report’ to ‘case presentation’ (page 1, 2, 4, and 10 in revised manuscript).

- Please include the ethnicity of the patient both in the abstract and in the case presentation section of the manuscript.
  We included the ethnicity both in the abstract and in the case presentation section of the manuscript. (page 2 and 4 in revised manuscript).

We thank the editor and reviewers for their consideration of this revised manuscript.

Sincerely,

Makoto Ishii, M.D.
Division of Pulmonary Medicine, Department of Medicine
Keio University School of Medicine
35 Shinanomachi, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 160-8582, Japan
Tel: +81-3-3353-1211 (ext 62310)
Fax: +81-3-3353-2502
E-mail: ishii@z6.keio.jp